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ABSTRACT
The United States Training and Employment Service

General Aptitude Test Battery (GATB) , first published in 1947, has

been included in a continuing program of research to validate the

tests against success in many different occupations. The GATB

consists of 12 tests which measure nine aptitudes; General Learning

Ability; Verbal Aptitude; Numerical Aptitude; Spatial Aptitude; Form

Perception; Clerical Perception; Motor Coordination; Finger

Dexterity; and Manual Dexterity. The aptitude scores are standard

scores with 100 as the average for the general working population,

and a standard deviation of 20. Occupational norms are established in

terms of minimum qualifying scores for each of the significant

aptitude measures which, when combined, predict job performance.

Cutting scores are set only for those aptitudes which aid in

predicting the performance of the job duties of the experimental

sample. The GATE norms described are appropriate only for jobs with

content similar to that shown in the job description presented in

this report. A description of the validation sample is included.,
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FOR

FETTLER 8-6(,

B-232 or S.22

iltymn_m

The General Aptitude Teat Battery, B-1001 was administered in June 1951 to 39
women employed as Fettler 8-68.01 at the Mosaic, Tile Company, Zanesville, Ohio.
Four of the 39 women were sliminated from the sample, leaving a final experi-
mental sample of 35. The oritoria consisted of supervisory ratings prepared by
the General Foreman, Day Foreman and the Night Foreman. On the basis of mean
soores, standard deviations, oorrelations with the criteria, job analysis data,
and their combined selective efficiency, Aptitudes F-Finger Dexterity and M.
Manual Dexterity were selected for inclusion in the test norms.

GAM Norma for Ferttler 8-8641 - B:232 or

Table I shows, for B-1001 and B-1002, the minimum aooeptable score for each'
aptitude inoluded in the test norms for Fattier 8-8E341.

TABLE I

MlniinUM Acceptable Scores on B-1001 and 13-1002 for B-252 or 3-22

B-1001 B-1002

Aptitude

masaraMmasirii.11~~
F

li

Tests

C13-1-0

CB-1-P

OB-1-11

CB-141

Minimum Aooeptable
Aptitude Score

Aptitude Tests
Minium Acoeptable

Aptitude Score

80

75

r

If

Part 11
Part 12

Part 9
Part 10

76
,

76 ,

Effeotiveness of Norms

The data in Table IV indicate that 6 of the 11 poor workers, or 66 percent of
them, did noi-tiehieve the minims scores established as outting scores on the
reoommended test norms. This shows that 55 percent of the poor workers would
not have been hired if the recommended test norms had been used in the selection
process. Moreover, 21 of the 26 workers who made qualifying test scores, or 81
percent, were good workers.
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TECHNICAL REPORT

Problem

This study was oonduoted to determine the best c bination of aptitudes and
minimum socires to be used as norms on the General Aptitude Test Battery for
the ocoupation of Tattler 8-86.01.

II. Sample,

Thirty-nine women employed as Pettier 8-86.01 by the Mosaio Tile Company,
Zanesville, Ohio, were tested in June 1951 with the Conoral Aptitude Tent
Battery, B-1001. After tasting, four of the women wore eliminated from the
sample; one had only a fourth-grade education and was unable to oomprehend
the practice exercises completely; two appeared to be inadequately motivated
during the administration of at leant two parts of the test battery; and one
had lees than four weeks of training, whioh is the minimum training period for
the job. Thus the final sample consisted of 35 women.

Two Tattlers, ono with a fifth-grade education and the other with a fourth-grado
education were inoluded inthe sample. These two workers did not appear to be
handioapped by their relatively low educational level. Comprehension of practice
exercises seemed adequate and general performance on the tests, as determined
by inepootion of test sooren, was consistent with that of the group as a whole.

In the past, poyohometrio devices have not been used for selecting Fettlers in
this plant. Also, pre-employment physical or mental standards have not been
used In hiring rattlers.

Table II shawls the means, standard deviations, ranges, Pearson produot-moment
oorrolations with the criteria for age, education and experience.

TABLE II

Meanc, (II), Standard Deviations (cr), Ranges, Pearson Produot-Moment
Correlations with the Criteria (rTi - Rank order ratings of General Foreman

converted to linear values), (rF2 - Rank order ratings of Day
Fermin oonverted to linear values) and (rF3 - Rank order ratings of Night Fore-

man oonverted to linear' values) for Age, Education, and Experience

Tattler 8-66.01
N = 35

M. Range al, rF2 rF3
roman.

Age (years) 38.3 9.4 22-53 ,.047 .4122 .072
Education (years) 8.5 1.9 442 .036 .193 -.022
Experienoe (mcniths ) 34.7 30.3 2450 -.055 .060 .202

:nen N el 35, correlations of .430 and .336 are required for significance at the
and .06 levels of oonfidenoe, respectively. Table XX shows that none of

%the three oriteria is significantly related to age, education, or experience.
- ,
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Job Title: Fottler 8-66.01

Job Sumary: Pioks up trim (piece of unbaked tile) from belt press oonveyor belt
5-Tii.Moris trim from Press Operator; fettles (smooths) edges with sandpaper;

brushes duat and foreign particles from trim with brush; inspoots trim for defeots;

plaoes good trim in gagger for subsequent drying and baking.

Work Performed

1. Picks up trim from belt press oonveyor belt mnd fettles edges with eandpapert

Pioka up trim frmn conmoyor belt with right or lett hand, depending upon

position at bolt; turns trim with left hand and at the same time fettles al;

.edges of top side of trim with right hand by rubbing small pieoe of sandpapep

held. between index and third finger ovor edges of trim, being oareful not to'

apply excessive or too moderate pressure with sandpaper to insure emooth

fettling of trim edges. Turns trim oompletely around and fettlee edges of

other side a trim.

Receives trim angle piece from. Press Operator and fettles edges with sand-

pcxport Reoeives trim angle pieoe from Press Operator with left hand, turns

trim with left hand and at same time fettles all edges of top side of piece

with right hand by rubbing small piece of sandpaper over edges, being oareful

not to apply excessive or too moderate pressure with sandpaper to insure

smooth fettling of trim edges. Turns trim completely around Ind fettles edges

of other side.

Brushes dust and foreign partiolee from trim with brush, inspects trim for

defects, and plaoes good trim in gagger: Ticks up brush fram lap or dust

collector, brushes dust and foreign partioles from sides and edges of trim,

returns brush to lap or dust oollector. Inspects trim for stickers, grease,

dirty face, and ()hips; discards sorap trim on conveyor belt. Places good

trim in speoified position in sagger to insure proper baking in kiln.

4. Continues piokingup fettling, and inspeoting trim and plaoing trim in

naggers in 000peration with other Fettlere until work order is completed.

.6. May be required to fettle trim strotoher, 6" x 1A". brushes dust and foreign'

particles from tops of five trim pieces with brush, using right hand; picks up

same fire trim pitmen with left hand, stacks on shelf beside conveyor belt,

inspects for stickers, grease, dirty face, and chips, disoards scrap trim on

conveyor belt. After worker has aooumulated easily handled pile of good trim

pieces, picks pile up with both hands, places in sagger on benoh at let in

specified position to insure proper baking in kiln. Continues brushing, pick.,

ing up, inspecting, and placin g. trim in @Rigors until work order is completed.

May fold pieoes of newspaper to specified sizes: Folds pieces of newspaper

and steaks them in serliee'boxes for UAO in lining saggers in packing of

green oersmios in naggers.

ne........2ItEt2j,3±.2eriitte'.

411.0f.the tests ofthe W03,44001, wire adeinistereCte the isseplelroupe...

If
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Criterion

Fottlors wore rated by three foremen: the Day Foreman, tho Night Foramen, and
the General Foroman, undor the direotion of a tent toohnioian. Fettlors were
assigned to one of four categories: a "margirr" category, lowor 25 poroent,
upper 26 peroent, and middle 60 peroont. The "Larginal" oategory oonsisted of
workers who would be the first to be released if eatisfaOtory roplaoements for
them could be obtained, Eaoh foreman plaoed the Fettlers within eaoh of the four
categories in rank order.

The General Foreman rated the Fettlera on a list of 37, who had taken the GATB.
One of these Fettlers was designated as a "trainee" and wao not rated. Thus,
there were ratings by the General Foreman for 86 Fettlers.

The Day Foreman aesigned hia ratings to a list of 36 Fettlers. Ono of these
Fettlers vras designated as a "trainee." He did not know two workers well enough
to be able to rate them. There were ratings by the Day Foreman for 33 Fettlers.

The Night Foreman assigned ratings to a list of 38 Fettlers. One of these
Fettlers was designated a "trainee." This formmmn did not know fire Fettlers
well enough to rate them. Thus, there were ratings by the Night Foreman for
32 Fettlero.

Ranks assigned to the Fettlers by all three foremen within oategories were
assumed to be oontinuous from category to category. These ranks wore aesigned
linear values. After the notes of the four Fettlers who had been dropped from
the sample were deleted from the throe arrays of linear values, interoorrelations
between the three foremen's ratings were computed. These interoorrelations are
shown below:

Lr Values of Rank Order Ratin s

Genera] Foreman Day Foreman .752
General Foreman Night Foreman .498 N=29

!. Day Foreman - Night Foreman 662 N=26

(NOTE: The differenoe in size of Nis is due to the matohing and oorrelating
of ratings only for the Fettlers who were rated by both foremen.)

Correlatione of .456, .470, and .496 are required for signifioanoe at the .01
level, when 1-131, 29, and 28 reepeotively. All of the above oorrelations
are sigrifioant at the .01 level of oonfidence, The highest agreement between
the three sots of foremen oorrelations are:

General Foremen Day Foreman 752
Day Foreman . Night Foreman 862

The oorrolations between the General Foreman's and the Day Foreman's ratings
(.762) and between the Day Foreman's and the Night Foreman's ratings (.662)
show substantial agreement. However, the oorrelation between the General Fore-
men's and the Night: Foremants ratings (.490) shows oomparatively low agreement.

A
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In order to rotain equal Nts for all throe foremen's ratinge, linear values

of ratings for Fottlore who had not boon rated by ono foreman or by two fore-

men were adjuated and added, or merely added, to the list of ratings of the

foromnn, or forwion, who had not rated these workers. 'When two foremen had

ratod a certain Fettlor, but the third foreml,., had not, tho two linear values

for this worker wore averaged and addod to ';-.% liat of linear values of the

foreman who had not rated this person. Onl; ono Fattier wns omitted from tho

rating lists of the two foreman; the one linear value obtained for this Fat-

tier was added to the liste of the two foremen who had not rated this worker.

Subsequently all linear values were adjusted for an N oi 36. The criteria

did not have this overlapping when they were intercorrolatJA.

Finally, there were throe eats of linear values for 36 Fettlo:s. These were

the throe oriteria which ware considered for the sample of FettIer., in this study.

VI6 Statistical end Qualitative Analysis

Table III shown the means, standard deviatione, and Pearson product-moment

correlations with the criteria for the aptitudes of the GATB.

The means and standard deviations of the aptitudes aro comparable to general

population norms with a mean of 100 and a standard. deviation of 20.
;

TABLE III

Means (M), Standard Deviations (a), Pearson Produot-Moment Correlations

with.the Criteria (rF1 - Rank order ratings of General Foreman oonverted to Ilna

ear values)1(rF0 . Rea* order ratings of Day Foreman oonverted to linear

values) and(rFB Rank ordor ratings of Night Foreman converted

io linear values) for the Aptitudes of the GATB

Pettier 8-66.01
N= 36

-----r
Aptitudes M a rF1 rF2 rF

3

G-Intellipnoe 81.8 14.2 -.079 .011 . 123

V-Verbal Aptitude 84.3 14.3 -.008 -.062 .120

N.NUmerioal Aptitude 84.6 17.6 -.043 .097 .176

S-Spatial Aptitude 87.9 15.0 .088 .103 .068

P-Form Perception 86.5 21.9 .010 .078 .032'

Q-Clerioal Perdeption 83.8 14.8 -.134 -.066 .068

A-Aiming 64.-5--19i0-----..047--M140-----6-173--
.T.Motor Speed 84.7 19.0 -.066 .092 '447.

F-Finger Dexterity 91.7 16.0 480* 604*s. .441ss

M.Xanual Dexterity 96.7 19.8 .261 ..511 .1559*

** Sispificant at the 601 level

* Sismifloamt at the 606 level

6
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The statistical results wore interpreted in the light of the job analysis data.
,
The job analysis indicated that the following aptitudes measured by the GATB
appeared to be important for this occupation:

Form Peroo tion
raoe, and oh ps.

for inspeoting.trim for stickers, grease, dirty

Aimin (A) and Motor S eed T - for turning, fettling, and brushing
p aoing saggers.

er Dexterit F - for turning trim with left hand and fettling

hand,

Manual Dexterity (M) . for picking up trim while working on the belt
Tress and for turning, fettling, and bruehing trim and placing it in
saggers.

The highest moan scores were obtained for Aptitudes F and M. All aptitudes,
except Aptitude P, have standard deviations of less than 20.

When N= 35, oorrelations of .430,and..335 are significant at the .01 level and
the .05 level, respectively. Aptitude F shows significant oorrolations at the
.01 level with eaoh of the three criteria. Aptitude M, shoma significant corre-
lation at the .05 level with the ratings of the Night Foreman.

Aptitudes F and M were considered for inclusion in the teet norms on the basis
of their importance in terms of the job analysis and statistical data. Both
of these aptitudes have relatively high means and show significant correlations
with one or more of the criteria. The criteria were dichotomized and totrachoric
correlations were computed between the dichotomized oriteria and several sets of
trial norms consisting of Aptitudes F and M and various outtirg scores.

Although Aptitudes P, A and T appear to be important on tho basis of job analysis
data, none of these aptitudes show any evidence of statistioal significance.
Therefore, none of these aptitudes wee included in the final test norms.

The cutting soore for Aptitude F was set at one standard deviation unit below
the mean and rounded to the higher adjacent five-point score level.. The cutting
score for Aptitude M was set at one standard deviation unit,below the moan and
rounded to the nearest five-point score level. Setting soores at these levels
yielded the best seleotive effioienoy for the norms and resulted in cutting
scores of 80 and 75, for Aptitudes F and M, respectively.

Validity

For the purpose of computing the tetraohorio correlation ooeffioient between the
teat norms and tIle oriteria and applying the Ohi Square test, the oriteria wore
dichotomized by placing approximately one-third of the workers in the law criterion
group. This resulted in the linear score of 41 as the oriterion oritioal score
for each of the three oriteria. Thus, 11 of the 35 women, or 31 percent of the
sample, were placed in the low oriterion group. Tetraohorio correlations were
computed between the test norms and eaoh of the criteria,. A significant tetraehorio

A
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oorrelation was obtained between the test norms and the ratings of tho Night

Foreman. No significant relationship was olli-l!.nod between the test norms and

the ratings of either tho General Forema-1 r" Day Foreman. The results

obtained for the Night Foreman's ratings t, 1 shown below.

Table IV shays the relationship between test norms consisting of Aptitudes 7

and M with oritioal soores of 80 and 759 respeo-bively and the dichotomized

oritorion (rank order ratings of Night Foreman converted to linear values) for

Pettier 8.66.01. Workers in the high criterion group have been designated as
*good workers" and those in the low oriterion group as "poor workers."

TABLE IV

Relationship between Test NorMs Connisting of Aptitudes F
and M with Oritioal Booms of 80 and 759 Respectively and the Criterion

(Rank Order Ratings of the Night Foreman Converted to Linear
Values) for Pettier 8.66.01

N 35

.... ......

Non-Qualifying
Tent Sooree

Qualifying
Test Scores

Total

Ocod Workers 8 21 24

Poor Workers 6 s 11

Total 9 26 56

rtet
= .69

n: .30
'be

e
L. .026

The data in the above table indioate weignifioant relationship between the

test norms and the ratings of the Night Foreman.

Oonolusions

On the basis of moan scores, correlations with the criterion, job analysis data

and their ooMbined seleotive efficiency, Aptitudes? and WI with minimum soores

of &fend 76, respeotively, are reoommended as B.1001 norms for the occupation

of Fett/er 6.66.01. The equivalent B.1002 norms consist of F.76 and M.75.


